Local Rules

Bavarian Open Hang Gliding
FAI Cat. 2
FAI Class 1 and 5

15. – 17. May 2020

Host: DHV Deutscher Hängeleiterverband e.V.
Postfach 88
D-83701 Gmund am Tegernsee
Tel: 08022 9675-60

Organizer: Drachenfliegerclub Hochries-Samerberg e.V.
c/o Frank Schulze
Oberdorf 11a
83122 Samerberg
frank_schulze@gmail.com
Website: http://www.dfc-hochries.de

Location: Take-Off: Hochries Samerberg
Landing Site: Hang Gliding Landing Field Grainbach

Program: Thursday 14. May 6 – 9 pm: Registration of pilots and their GPS devices and live trackers
Freitag 15. May 8 – 9 am: Registration of pilots and their GPS devices and live trackers
11:30 am Opening breifing at takeoff (east)
Ab 12:30: First competition task
Saturday 26. – Sunday 27. May: daily competition tasks
Saturday 8 pm: Party at the landing site
Sunday 6pm: Award ceremony at the landing site

Take-off method: Foot-launch from take-off ramp or slope at the Hochries east and west takeoffs.

Competition office: Club house at landing site Grainbach

Meet director: Hans Objartel-Gsinn

Scorer: Andreas Beeker

Jury: Will be announced before start of competition
Classes: FAI 1 and FAI 5

Participants: Maximum number of participants: 60.
Pilot qualification according to DHV sporting code and FAI regulations for foreign pilots.

Live-Tracking: A GPS Live-tracker is mandatory (preferably FlyMaster for easier scoring). The devices must be provided by the pilots, charged before each flight and active during the whole flight. A limited number of devices can be borrowed for the duration of the competition.

Documentation: Documentation by live-tracking. In case of incomplete live data the scoring will alternatively be done by reading out the GPS tracklogs with altitude tracking. Cables for reading out the GPS devices must be provided by each pilot. Use of a backup GPS is strongly advised.

Scoring-Software: GpsDump, FS Comp. In case a device cannot be read out with GpsDump the pilot may provide an IGC-file with valid G-record on his own.

Scoring-formula: Current GAP-Formula: Settings according to DHV sporting code

Titles: International Bavarian Champion 2020 FAI 1
         International Bavarian Champion 2020 FAI 5
         Bavarian Champion 2020 FAI 1
         Bavarian Champion 2020 FAI 5

Liability: Each participant enters the competition at own risk. Claims against organiser, management, meet direction and their staff are excluded as far as covered by law regulations (see declaration: liability exclusion).

Personal qualification: Gliders
Hanggliders with airworth test certificates accepted in Germany 2. Hanggliders in test programs acc. to the requirements of FAI sporting code sect. 7a, 2017, for uncertified gliders as per chapter 8.3.2. The pilot has to show the relevant test protocols. 3. Helmet certified acc.to EN 966

Personal
- valid pilot license
- Valid liability insurance
- Valid FAI sporting license
- Signed participants declaration form
Entry fee: If paid before April 15th: 65.- €, afterwards 75.- €
SEPA money transfer to the account of DFC Hochries-Samererg:
IBAN: DE53 7116 2804 0003 2394 38
BIC: GENODEF1ASU
Included: Info sheets, scoring, trophies, prices, drinks at pilot party, camping spot at landing site

Registration: Online-Registration via DHV-Competition portal:
https://www.dhv.de/piloteninfos/wettbewerb-sport/drachen-
szene/live-berichte/int-bayerische-meisterschaft-2020/

Retrieve: Each pilot has to take care for his own retrieval.

Reporting back: Each participant must report back immediately after landing to the competition office using the method announced at the briefing. Any participant that has not reported back by the announced time will be searched by whatever means deemed necessary. The cost will be charged to the participant.

Cancellation: Latest by Wednesday, May 13th the organizer will announce on the Club-Website whether the competition will take place or not.

Changes: This event information might be subject to changes by the organizer.

Camping: Free camping (tent or camper van) possible at landing site. Restroom and warm shower available on site.

Tourist Info: https://samerberg.de/index.php?rubrik=2&seite=tourismus